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This book is written for you. 
 

You... who wishes to have a successful outcome to your software 

project. 
 

You... who wants user training to be thorough and within budget. 
 

You... whose project will necessitate change in the organization. 
 

You... who will ensure the organization is ready for go-live. 
 

You... will use this book to accomplish the above, and more, while 

achieving a flawless software implementation. 
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Uncopyright 

 

This work is free of copyright, and is in the public domain. The author 

completely and explicitly releases any copyrights. No permission is 

required to reprint all or part of the book, though attribution is 

appreciated. 
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Chapter 1: What are we doing here? 
 

 

It’s a fair question to ask. And I’m not asking it in an existential kind of 

way. I’m asking because it’s important to know why you’re about to 

embark on this implementation project.  
 

Did you, or your company, decide to purchase new software? 

 

A new CRM?  
 

A new ERP system?  
 

A new financial reporting tool? 

 

New Help Desk software? 

 

Whatever type of software it is, this new software will represent a shift 

in the organization. A shift from one state to another. From one software 

system, or perhaps no software, to a new software system.  
 

Why are you making this shift? 

 

Why you are implementing new software is just as important as how 

you’re going to implement new software. Businesses first justify the 

why by conducting an ROI analysis on the investment then later figure 

out how they’re going to implement the software. 
 

We’re going to assume the ROI is fantastic and it’s time to figure out the 

how. 
 

This book focuses on how you’re going to implement this new software.  
 

What you will learn after reading this book is that it really doesn’t matter 

what kind of software is going to be launched. Whether it’s CRM, ERP, 

or an Asset Management System, by following the steps and applying 
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this proven methodology, you will have a successful implementation of 

the software. 
 

You may even be the hero of the project. 
 

Before we go any further I ought to clarify a few things: 
 

1. This book is not going to delve into the technical aspects of 

software (coding, patching, framework, etc). It is written in 

language that is easy to understand 

2. Anyone can do this. Project managers, project coordinators and 

executives. As Steve Krug said “it’s not rocket surgery”  

3. It focuses on training and organizational readiness...which is just 

one aspect of the overall software implementation project 

4. This book is about focusing on what makes a company great: its 

people. I don’t care how “cool” or “awesome” the software is that 

you’re going to implement -- you’ve got to focus on the people 

who will use it each and every day 
 

While the overall plan may be simple, this isn’t going to be an easy task. 

Organizing and preparing groups of people is difficult. Humans are, for 

the most part, unpredictable. You’re going to have to persevere and 

work hard to get these results.  
 

But it will be worth it. Why? Because people hate crappy software 

launches -- especially the ones who have to use it. Oh, and companies 

too. They hate wasting money on crappy launches.  
 

Depending on where you’re at in your career, you may have noticed that 

training and preparation are frequently put aside until it’s too late. It’s 

unfortunate, but true. Many executives and organizations just don’t put 

an emphasis on it.  
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Until training is behind, over budget and one of the top reasons an 

implementation will fail.  
 

Don’t let your project fail. 
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Chapter 2: Prerequisites 

 

Before we get into the methodology of the training and implementation 

plan, we need to first identify some prerequisites of the training and 

implementation plan.  
 

Business processes have been identified and documented: it’s not 

fun, nor glamorous, but it’s something that needs to be done. It makes no 

difference what kind of software you are implementing, your business 

process is going to be represented in the chosen software.  
 

If you still need to map these processes, do it now. Here’s what you do: 

find out who the resident expert is on doing ‘x’ for the company. 

Contact this person (preferably by phone) and let them know you’d like 

to meet them and to observe and ask questions about process ‘x’ because 

you’re helping out with the launch of the company’s new software and 

you want to make sure the process is included.  
 

When you get there, you’re going to keep it simple. Take notes on each 

step of the process and write down these three things: 
 

1. What step is conducted in the process (ex: create project) 

2. Who is responsible for doing this step? (ex: project admin) 

3. Where is the step done? Specifically, the name of the software or 

software module (ex: Projects Module)  
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Like this: 

 

Use common software like Excel or Visio to create the boxes. The 

important thing is to identify and document the process so everyone is 

on the same page and you know how to build out your software and/or 

adjust your business processes.  
 

A functioning test environment: before commencing on the training 

and implementation plan, a little work needs to be completed in the 

software application.   
 

Now that you have the business processes identified, it’s time to 

configure the software to meet the business requirements.  
 

Build out as much of the application as you can and test it internally 

with colleagues. Complete the steps of each process in the system and 

ensure it functions as intended.  
 

It’s not required to have the application fully functional from an end-to-

end perspective. The point here is to get the software in a functioning 

state so you can embark on Phase 1 and meet with some of the users.  
 

Pro-tip: the earlier you can get users involved, the better you will be in 

the long run. 
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Create step-by-step documentation: with a functioning system, you 

are now able to create some user documentation. Remember the boxes in 

the process I mentioned above?  

 

The middle box is the “what” needs to be done in the process. In the first 

box, the “what” is “Create Project”. Create a clear step-by-step 

procedure (we’ll call them a Job Aid) to illustrate how this step will be 

completed in the software system. Here’s an example. 
 

In the Job Aid, be sure to include screen shots where appropriate but 

don’t overuse them. There are many applications that can take 

screenshots: 
 

1. Snipping tool (installed on all PC’s) 

2. Screen capture is installed on all Mac’s (CMD + Shift + 4) 

3. Snagit (49.95  for the complete package) 

4. Jing (free) - like Snagit’s little brother but free 

5. Skitch (free) - integration with Evernote 

6. Oracle UPK (User Productivity Kit) - licensure cost1 
 

Pro-tip: Each step in the documented processes gets its own Job Aid.  
 

Yes, this will take some time to complete. 
 

                                                
1 If you’re implementing Oracle and have access to their eDelivery portal,  the best software to create Job Aids is Oracle UPK. Set it to record a 

Test Document. Here’s the link to the eDelivery portal  https://edelivery.oracle.com. 
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Best to get the tedious work out of the way first. Also, by creating the 

Job Aids early on you have the opportunity to update them should the 

process or application change.  
 

Identify core group of end users: one of your core users should be the 

business process expert you met with earlier. They may even become 

your Subject Matter Expert (SME) should you deem them worthy (more 

on that later).  
 

Identify other users in the area who will be using the system and begin 

creating a master user list to keep updated throughout the project.  
 

Whew! That was a lot of prerequisite work. But it will be worth it, trust 

me. 
 

You’re ready to start Phase 1.  
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Chapter 3: The Four Phases 
 

Well...almost ready for Phase 1.  
 

Let’s briefly discuss how this thing works. The implementation of your 

enterprise software will be done in four phases. The intent of this plan is 

to communicate early and often to users and stakeholders. There’s 

nothing worse than being left in the dark about something that is going 

to impact the way you work/live.  
 

And if you’re a manager or executive, it’s really annoying when the 

project team doesn’t effectively communicate progress or setbacks with 

the implementation. 
 

But you’re not going to do that.  

 

Our objective with this project plan is to minimize this impact on both 

the person (whether user or executive) and the organization.  
 

Here’s a summary of the four phases: 
 

Phase 1: Face-to-Face Training and User Assessments. This phase 

provides an early interaction between you and the end-users. Show them 

the system as soon as you can. It also gives you an opportunity to 

identify Subject Matter Experts (SME) and build a relationship between 

the project team and users. 
 

Phase 2: Monthly Web Meetings and Mini-CRP Sessions. This phase 

continues where Phase 1 left off by continuing to communicate and 

involve the user community. You’ll be providing project updates and 

any other important news that will affect the organization.  
 

Phase 3: Monthly User Proficiency Tasks. Keeping users engaged in 

the system is key to your success. This isn’t a “one and done” type 
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training plan! During this phase, you’ll create fictitious scenarios and 

tasks for users to complete a desired outcome. They’ll enter their results 

using an online form where you’ll be able to gauge user progress and 

report vital training statistics to management.  
 

Phase 4: Final User Training and Certification. The big day is nearly 

here! A final session of formal training is conducted two weeks prior to 

go-live and capped by a thorough certification exam that will ensure 

users are 100% tested and certified to conduct their duties in the new 

system.  
 

OK, enough delaying already! Let’s get this party started.  
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Chapter 4: Phase 1 

Face to Face Training and User Assessments 

 

"Hidden problems are the ones that become serious threats eventually. If problems 

are revealed for everybody to see, I will feel reassured. Because once problems 

have been visualized, even if our people didn’t notice them earlier, they will rack 

their brains to find solutions to them."  
 

- Katsuaki Watanabe, former CEO Toyota 

 

As the name implies, face to face training is defined as the user having 

direct personal contact and guidance from you or someone on the 

implementation team.  
 

Web-meetings and conference calls are not accepted in this phase. You 

actually have to go to the users and meet with them in a classroom 

setting. Not only meet with them but you must also listen to them.  
 

Because you are showing the users the system early on in the project, the 

software may not be 100% fully configured.  
 

And that is OK. 
 

You've done your requirements gathering and now you are validating 

whether the system will do what it needs to at go-live.  If something 

doesn’t line up to the business process or if there is functionality 

missing, it’s a good thing to catch it this early on because it gives you an 

opportunity to fix it (see quote at the beginning of this chapter).  
 

Prior to meeting with the users, you must have a predetermined plan as 

to what processes and procedures you plan to cover while there on site. 

At a minimum, show them basic navigation, log-in, and talk about how 

the system lines up to the business process.  
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Also take the time to create some data sheets with information for the 

users to enter in the system.  
 

If you feel the need, create PowerPoint presentations where appropriate 

to facilitate discussions about any process changes. Just don’t overdo it, 

you’re not there to stand up and talk about all the cool things the 

software is going to do or how much you know about it.  
  

Then let the users log in and follow the newly created Job Aids to 

complete steps in the test environment. Knowing they are in a test 

environment will allow users to relax when interacting with the system. 
 

User assessments. While there, be sure to take mental assessments of 

each user in the class and then write them down. Do they grasp the 

concept you are teaching them? Are they reluctant to use the new system 

or are they embracing it? Do they have the skill set to be successful in 

the new system? Systems such as Oracle and SAP often require an end-

user to have a higher technical aptitude.   
 

Ground rules. Don't forget to set up ground rules during your face-to-

face training. Don't let the users be on their laptop surfing Facebook or 

on their phone texting their friends.  
 

Pro-tip: Demonstrate the job aid first (click by click and step by step) 

with the group of users watching (laptops down). This usually brings 

about questions regarding how the system was designed to meet the 

needs of the business. 
 

Important: Be cognizant of the fact that it costs money to send you to 

various locations and it costs money to pull these people out of their day 

to meet with you.  
 

You are both there to learn; take advantage of this time together, you 

will reap the benefits in subsequent meetings. 
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Take notes on any new findings and missing functionality. When you 

get back, talk it over with the project team to prioritize fixes that need to 

be made. Address the most severe ones first and work down from there. 

The feedback you will get from this trip is invaluable and the more you 

get, the better prepared you and the project team will be for go-live. 
 

What I’ve learned during this first phase is this initial exposure and 

experience creates a productive learning environment and helps 

promotes rapid adoption of the system. It also lays the foundation for a 

successful relationship between the users and the project team. 
 

Identify Subject Matter Experts (SME’s) 

 

I mentioned SME's above and there’s one thing you ought to know: 

these people will play a critical role in the success of your launch.  
 

SME's need to be included in your overall strategy for a successful 

project implementation and post go-live support. Naturally, you will 

want to include the SME's in your face-to-face training and let the other 

users know that this person is the SME for this location.  
 

The SME will act as the liaison between you and the end users. 
 

So how do you evaluate whether someone is a SME?  
 

To be considered a SME for the project, the person will need to meet the 

following criteria: 
 

 Attitude: Does this person have a positive attitude, and is 

he/she able to influence others with their positive attitude? 

 Comprehension: Is this person able to understand how the 

business process and system align? 

 Leadership: Do users look to this person for help and support?  

Does the individual emerge as a natural leader? 
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 Knowledge Seeker: Does this person ask pertinent questions to 

the topics under discussion?  Does the individual seek to 

understand issues and processes outside of their own 

responsibilities? 

 Operational Knowledge Base: Does this person have a solid 

base understanding of the business operating processes and 

procedures required to do their job? 
 

There should only be one SME per location unless there happens to be 

more users than one SME can support. Once you have identified your 

SME, you should begin to share project details with that person.  
 

The SME should assist the project team in providing local training, 

training reinforcement, on the job training for new hires, and act as a 

feedback loop on issues as they occur both pre and post launch. 
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Chapter 5: Phase 2 

Monthly Web Meetings and Mini-CRP Sessions 

 

“Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new.”  

- Albert Einstein 

 

When preparing for Phase 2 of the Training and Implementation Plan, 

you will need to have the users segregated by demographic area and 

module (section) of software.  

This should be readily available since you are already keeping an up-to-

date user list in Excel that details this information.  

Also be sure to include key management personnel who will be 

supporting the launch as part of the user list. 

There are two parts to Phase 2. Having an up-to-date user list will help 

you send out the meeting invites for the following: 

Monthly Web Meetings: Once a month, schedule a two-hour 

conference call utilizing web meeting so that screen sharing is available 

to the participants.  

These conference calls will include the following people vital to the 

success of your project: 

 Subject Matter Experts (SME's) 

 End-users of module/area to be covered during the call 

 Key management personnel who will support the 
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implementation (supervisors/managers) 

Bullet #2 recommends you separate users by module because as an 

example, you don't want to mix users from accounting with users from 

the warehouse function. 

These meetings will serve as a means to communicate progress on the 

project while also opening the lines of communication between the 

project team and the organization. 

The calls should include updates on the following: 

1. Project timeline 

2. Best practices/tips of the software 

3. Issue resolution 

4. Solutions: fixes and enhancements 

5. User proficiency assignments (after starting Phase 3) 

6. User training stats (after starting Phase 3) 

7. Question and answer (Q&A)  session at the end of the call 

This is your opportunity to communicate how the project is going and be 

honest.  

If a solution or fix isn't going as planned, let them know. 

If you can share with them a tip on how to better use the system, tell 

them.  

If you are at risk of missing a deadline, be up front. You will be 

surprised what you may get.  
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When I hosted one of these monthly web meetings, I had a regional 

manager offer up two users to test a fix we had implemented since all of 

the resources on our team were overbooked.  

Because we held these calls every month, he understood our workload 

and our commitment to the project and he offered us a lifeline. 

The Q&A session at the end of the call allows individuals to ask 

anything they want to the implementation team.  

Remember, people might be apprehensive about what is to come so this 

is a good time to let them vent and/or ask something to the team. 

Be consistent with the message. If you are conducting these meetings 

with multiple user groups (example: a group in the USA and one in 

Europe) be sure the message is consistent. The last thing you want to do 

is tell one group something and another group something different.  

This will come back to bite you. Although people might be on two 

different continents, they will talk to each other. Send a consistent 

message to the user base and you will earn their respect. 

These monthly calls are to be conducted all the way up to go-live. The 

monthly rhythm will make these calls habitual and expected by the end-

users and again, foster communication to the organization.  

Have I mentioned communication yet? 

I cannot emphasize enough how important it is to communicate. So 

often I hear of project implementation teams visiting the users, training 

them months in advance and then they are never heard from again.  

One and done. Gone.  

Put yourself in the users' shoes and imagine this happening to you. It 
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doesn't give you a big confidence boost that the project will be 

successful does it? 

Mini CRP Sessions (every 4-6 weeks). Time to know everything you 

wanted to know about a CRP.  

A Conference Room Pilot (CRP) gets its name from the setting in which 

the pilot (or test) is run: a conference room. Clever, right? 

Typical ERP implementations will have at least three CRP's throughout 

the project. Depending on the type of software you are implementing, 

multiple CRP’s may not be necessary. This is your discretion. 

CRP’s are basically a means of testing a business process and 

demonstrating the functionality of the software while identifying any 

gaps between the two.  

Since these sessions are conducted during the design phase, it gives 

implementation teams an opportunity to correct things in the new system 

before going live. Full CRP's typically run for one or two weeks 

depending on the scope and magnitude of the implementation.  

For our purposes however, you will only conduct mini-CRP's. 

Every four to six weeks (depending on how fast you can fix problems 

with the software), schedule a mini-CRP session with conference call 

and screen share and with the same group of people from the monthly 

conference calls.  

In your meeting invites, make the supervisors and managers optional to 

attend. Since they are not going to be an end-user, they don't need to sit 

through a session on how to create an invoice or issues goods to a 

customer order.  
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But by inviting them, they will see you are engaging the users and 

actively pursuing feedback from them. 

Before scheduling the mini-CRP, you will want to choose which part of 

the system, or business process, you will demonstrate to the users.  

Will you demonstrate how to create a purchase order (PO)? How to set 

up a customer or opportunity? A recent fix? Whichever business process 

you choose, make sure you, or someone on your team, has tested the 

functionality and everything works as intended.  

There is nothing worse than attempting to demonstrate something to 

people and it doesn't work. Not a good look. 

I mentioned Job Aids in Phase 1. Make sure you, and preferably another 

person, have tested the functionality of the system using the job aid step-

by-step.  

One deviation from the job aid (missed click or required field) will 

create confusion for you and the users during the demonstration.  

After demonstrating to the users, email them the job aid(s) you just used 

and have them complete the same task you just demonstrated on their 

own.  

Keep the conference line open and be available to answer questions or 

note any issues. 

In general, the format of the mini-CRP should look like this: 

 Introduction to the session and topic to be covered. Share any 

slides, images etc. with the group - 15 mins 

 Demonstration of selected business process, or fix, in new system 
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using job aid – ½ hour 

 SME's and end-users complete the tasks on their own using job aid 

– 30 mins 

 Q&A session, notation of issues and wrap-up – 15 mins 

Your own times may vary but in general a well thought out session will 

easily last this long. 

Be careful what you choose to demonstrate, don't choose five processes 

to demo -- this will be unproductive for everyone.  

In these mini-CRP’s you’re essentially doing a ghetto usability session. 

It’s not the prettiest thing, but the point is to demonstrate progress by 

you and the team and to also see if the users uncover more issues for you 

to fix. Remember, finding bugs in the system are a good thing! 

Be cognizant of people's times and make these sessions beneficial to 

both of you. As with the monthly conference calls, these mini-CRP's are 

to be conducted leading up to go-live. 

Phase 2 may not be the most exciting of the four but it pays off in the 

end because you’re doing two things: providing updates, and 

demonstrating progress. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

DOH! Looks like you’ve reached the end of the preview. Like what 

you saw?  

Then download this for FREE! 

Yeah, it’s FREE! 

 

 
DOWNLOAD NOW 
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